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R14-2-2601.

a

Definitions

In this Article. unless otherwise specified:

L "AC" means altematina current.

"Applicant" means a Customer or Representative who submits an Interconnection Application pursuant to

L

'L

L
Q

L

L
a
4

4

this Article.

"Application" means the standard form or format for an Applicant to apply to a Utilitv for Interconnection

of a Generating Facilih/ with the Distribution Svstem.

"Backfeed" means to energize a sectionof a Utilitv electric system with a Generating Facility.

"Calendar Dav" means anv day including Saturday. Sundav. or a Federal or StateHolidav.

"Certified Equipment" means a specific generating and protective equipment system or systems certified as

meeting the requirements in R14-2-2611 relating to testing, operation. safety, and reliability by an NRTL.

"Clearance" meansdocumentation from a Utilitv stating that a line or equipment is disconnected from all

known sources of powerand tagged, that for safety purposes all proper precautionary measures have been

taken; and that workers may proceed to inspect. test, and install ground on the circuit.

"CFR" means Code of Federal Regulations.

"Commission" means the Arizona Corporation Commission.

"Customer" means an electric consumer applying to connect a Generating Facilitv on the consumer's side

of the Utilitv meter, whether an Exporting Svstem, a Non-Exporting System. or an inadvertent Export

Svstem.

"DC" means direct current.

"Disconnect Switch" means a device that:

8 Is installed and maintained for a Generating Facilitv by the Customer:

Is a visible-open. manual. gan2~operated load break disconnect device,

g Is capable of being locked in a visible-open position by a standard Utilitv padlock that will completely

isolate the Generating Facilitv from the Distribution Svstem; and

Q If the voltage of the Generating Facilitv is over 500 volts. is capable of being grounded on the Utilitv

g

"Distributed Generation" means anv type of Customer electrical generator, solid-state or static inverter. or

Generating Facilitv interconnected with the Distribution Svstem that either can be operated in electrical

parallel with the Distribution Svstem or can feed a Customer load that can also be fed by the Distribution

Svstem.

4 "Distribution Svstem" means the infrastructure constructed. maintained, and operated by a Utilitv to deliver

electric service at the distribution level (69 kV or less) to retail consumers.

"Electric Cooperative" means a Utilitv that is:

4 Not operated for profit.

Q Owned and controlled by its members: and

Operating as a public service company in this state.
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lt; "Exporting Svstem" means anv type of Generating Facilitv that is designed to regularly Backfeed the

Distribution Svstem.

LL "Facilities Studv" means a comprehensive analysis of the actual construction needed to take Dlace based on

the outcome of a Svstem Impact Studv.

"Fault Current" means the level of current that can flow if a short circuit is applied to a voltage source.

M "Feasibilitv Studv" means a preliminary review of the potential impacts on the Distribution Svstem that

will result from a proposed Interconnection.

29 "Generating Facilitv" means all or part of a Customer's electrical 2enerator(sl. enerzv storage svstem(s), or

anv combination of electrical 2enerator(sl and storage system(sl. together with all inverterlsl and

protective. safety. and associated equipment necessary to produce electric power at the Customer's facility.

this includes solid-state or static inverters, induction machines. and synchronous machines.

"Good Utilitv Practice" means anv of the practices, methods, and acts engaged in or approved by a

significant portion of the electric industry during the relevant time period. or any of the practices. methods.

and acts that, in the exercise of reasonable judgment in lightof the facts known at the time the decision was

made. could have beenexpected to accomplish the desired result at a reasonable cost consistent with

reliability, safety, and expedition. Good Utility Practice is not intended to be limited to the optimal practice,

method. or act to the exclusion of all others. but rather to include practices, methods, or acts generally

accepted in the region at the relevant time.

"IEEE" means the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Inc.

4 "Inadvertent Export" means the unplanned uncompensated transfer of electrical energy from a Generating

Facility to the Distribution Svstem across the Point of Interconnection.

go "Interconnection" means the physical connection of a Generating Facilitv to the Distribution Svstem.

"Interconnection Agreement" means an agreement. signed between the Utilitv and the Customer. covering

the terms and conditions governing the Interconnection and operation of the Generating Facilitv with the

Utilitv. and includes ally appendices to the agreement.

4. "Interconnection Facilities" means the electrical wires, switches. and related equipment that are required. in

addition to the facilities required to provide electric distribution service to a Customer. to allow

Interconnection. Interconnection Facilities may be located on either side of the Point of Interconnection as

appropriate to their purpose and design.

"Interconnection Manual" means a separate document developed and maintained by a Utilitv as required

under R14-2-2628.

& "Interconnection Studv" means a study that may be undertaken by a Utilitv (or a Utilitv-designated third

nartv) in response to the Utilitv's receipt of a completed Application. An Interconnection Studv may

include:

4 A Feasibility Studv:

Q A Svstem Impact Studv:

A Facilities Studv; andQ
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; Anv additional analysis required by the Utilitv.

"Islanding" means a condition in which a portion of the Distribution Svstem is energized solely by one or

more local electric power systems throughout the associated Point of Interconnection while that portion of

the Distribution Svstem is electrically separated from the rest of the Distribution Svstem. [standing can be

either intentional (planned) or unintentional (unplanned).

Q "Jurisdictional Electric Inspection Azencv" means the governmental authority having jurisdiction to inspect

and approve the installation of a Generating Facility.

"kW" means kilowatt.

Q; "Maximum Capacitv" means:

a. The nameplate AC capacity of a Generating Facilitv: or

b. If the Operating Characteristics of the Generating Facilitv limit the power transferred across the

Point of Interconnection to the Distribution Svstem. only thepower transferred across the Point of

Interconnection to the Distribution Svstem. not including inadvertent ExponL

"MW" means megawatt.

8i "Non-Exporting Svstem" means a system in which there is no designed. regular export of power from the

Generating Facilitv to the Distribution Svstem.

3 "NRTL" means a Nationallv Recognized Testing Laboratorv recognized by the U.S. Occupational Safetv

arid Health Administration.

Qi "Operating Characteristics" means the mode of operation of a Generating Facilitv (Exporting Svstem. Non-

Exporting Svstem, or Inadvertent Exporting Svstem) that controls the amount of power delivered across the

Point of Interconnection to the Distribution Svstem.

"Parallel Operation" means the operation of a Generating Facilitv that is electrically interconnected to a bus

common with the Distribution Svstem, either on a momentary or continuous basis.

"Protective Functions" means the equipment. hardware. or software in a Generating Facilitv that protects

against Unsafe Operating Conditions.

i i "Pointof Interconnection" means the physical location where the Utililv's service conductorsare connected

to the Customer's service conductors to allow Parallel Operation of the Generating Facilitv with the

Distribution Svstem.

"Relav" means an electric device that is designed to interpret input conditions in a prescribed manner and.

after specified conditions are met. to respond and cause contact operation or similar abnipt change in

associated electric control circuits.

"Representative" means an agent of the Customer who is designated by the Customer and is actmg on the

Customer's behalf

QUO "RUS" means the U.S. Department of Agriculture Rural Utilities Service.

Q "Scoping Meeting" means an initial review meeting between a Utilitv and a Customer or Representative

during which a general overview of the proposed Generating Facility design is discussed and the Utilitv

provides general information on system conditions at the proposed Point of Interconnection.
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Applicabilitv

L

"Secondarv Spot Network Svstem" means an AC power Distribution Svstem meeting the criteria in R14-2-

2622.

i i "Svstem Impact Studv" means a full engineering review of the impact on the Distribution Svstem from a

Generating Facilitv. including power flow. Utilitv system protective device coordination. generator

protection schemes (if not Certified Equipment), stability, voltage fluctuations. frequency impacts, and

short circuit study. A Svstem Impact Studv may consider total nameplate capacity of the Generating

Facilitv.

"UL 1741" means the Underwriters Laboratories Inc. Standard for Inverters. Converters, Controllers and

Interconnection Svstem Equipment for Use with Distributed Energv Resources (Februarv 15. 2018). with

no future editions or amendments. which is incorporated by reference; on file with the Commission, and

published by and available from Underwriters Laboratories Inc.. 151 Eastern AvenueBensenville, IL

60106-3072 arid through https://standardscatalog.ul.com.

Q "UL 174 lsA" means the approved supplemental amendment of UL 1741 that defines the manufacturing

(including software) and product testing requirements for advanced inverters.

"Unsafe Operating Conditions" means conditions that. if left uncorrected. could result in anv of the

following:

Harm to personnel,

D e to e ui rent

An adverse effect to the safe operation of the Distribution Svstem: or

i Operation of the Generating Facilitv outside pre-established parameters required by the

Interconnection Agreement.

Q "Utilitv" means an electric distribution company that constructs, operates. and maintains its Distribution

Svstem for the receipt and delivery of electricity and that is a public service corporation under Arizona

Constitution, Article 15, 6 2.

R14-2-2602.

These rules apply to a Generating Facilitv operating (or to be operated) in parallel with a Distribution Svstem of a

Utilitv. subject to Commission jurisdiction after the effective date of this Article.

R14-2-2603. Tvpes of Generating Facilities

A Customer may operate a Generating Facilitv as an Exporting Svstem, a Non-Exporting Svstem, or an

inadvertent Export Svstem.

_IL An Applicant shall declare the Maximum Capacitv of a Generating Facilitv in its Application.

_Q If an Applicant claims a Generating Facilitv is a Non-Exporting Svstem:

L The Utilitv may require an independent thirdpartv certification ensuring that the system meets the

following standards :

is able to supply partor all of the Customer's load continuously or during a Utilitv power outage,

Q Is sized such that the export of power is not possible or includes control functions to prevent the export

of power; and
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Has control functions that are listed by an NRTL for the purpose as used and are also inspected and

approved by the Customer's Jurisdictional Electric Inspection Aaencv, and

The Applicant shall ensure that the Generating Facilitv utilizes anv combination of equipment, hardware, or

software, as specified by the Utilitv in its Interconnection Manual. to prevent the transfer of electrical

enerav to the Distribution Svstem.

.I If an Applicant claims a Generating Facilitv is an Inadvertent Export system that does not utilize only UL 1741-

certified or UL l741SA-listed arid support non-islandintz inverters:

L The Utilitv may require additional protective functions and equipment to detect Distribution Svstem faults:

The amount oflnadvertent Export to the Distribution Svstem shall be limited to the lesser of the following

values:

a 50% of the Generating Facilitv's Maximum Capacitv;

l0% of the continuous conductor rating in watts at 0.9 power factor for the lowest rated feeder

conductor upstream of the Generating Facilitv: or

500 kw and

The expected frequency of Inadvertent Export events shall be less than two occurrences per 24-hour period.

.IL If an Applicant claims a Generating Facilitv is an inadvertent Export system that utilizes only UL 1741-certified

or UL 1741SA-listed sigrid support non-islanding inverters. the Generating Facilitv shall:

Utilize control functions that limit the export of electrical power to the Distribution Svstem,

Have a Maximum Capacitv of 500 kVA or less,

Have a magnitude of Inadvertent Export no more than 100 kVA,

Have a duration of Inadvertent Export of power of less than 30 seconds for anv single event.

L Monitor that its total energy export per month is maintained to be no more than its Maximum Capacitv

multiplied by 0.1 hours per day over a rolling 30-dav period (e.g., a 100 kVA gross nameplate capacity

Generating Facilitv would have a maximum energy export per 30-dav month of 300 kwhl:

Q Disconnect the Generating Facilitv from the Distribution Svstem in the event of an inadvertent Export,

ceasing to energize the Distribution Svstem or halting energy production. within two seconds after the

periodof uninten°upted export exceeds 30 seconds or the magnitude of export exceeds 100 kVA: and

Enter a safe operation mode, where inadvertent Export events cannot occur, upon failure of the control or

inverter system for more than 30 seconds, whether from loss of control signal. loss of control power. or a

single component failure or related control sensing of the control circuitry.

R14-2-2604. Customer Rights and Responsibilities

A Customer has the following rights:

To designate a Representative to act on the Customer's behalf.

To submit an Application to interconnect a Generating Facilitv with a Distribution Svstem;

To expect prompt and professional responses from a Utilitv during the Interconnection process,

To expect detailed and itemized good faith estimates of cost from the Utilitv:
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To expect outlines. supporting data, and justification for proposed work before the Utilitv undertakes anv

studies or system upgrades to accommodate the Generating Facility;

To sign documents using an electronic (e-signature) method if the Customer has the technical capability to

sign electronically and is submitting the documents electronically; and

To request a one-time 90-dav extension from the Utilitv using a simple notification process and not to have

an extension unreasonably withheld for circumstances beyond the Customer's control.

L

L

L

Q

L

4 A Customer shall ensure that:

The Generating Facilitv meets or exceeds all minimum Interconnection, safety. and protection requirements

outlined in this Article and the Utilitv's Interconnection Manual,

The Generating Facilitv meets all applicable construction codes, safety codes. electric codes. laws. and

requirements of lzovemment agencies having jurisdiction:

The Generating Facility's Certified Equipment is installed and operated in a manner that protects the

Generating Facility, Utilitv personnel, the public, and the Distribution System from harm,

The Generating Facility desifzn. installation, maintenance, and operation minimize the likelihood of causing

a malfunction in, damaging, or otherwise irnpairina the Distribution Svstem; i

The Generating Facility does not adversely affect the quality of service to other Utilitv consumers,

The Generating Facility does not hamper efforts to restore a feeder to service when a Clearance iS required:

The Generating Facilitv is maintained in accordance with applicable manufacturers' maintenance

schedules and

a
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u

The Utilitv is notified of anv emergency or hazardous condition or occurrence involving the Generating

Facilitv that could affect safe operation of the Distribution Svstem.

Q A Customer shall pay for; lease or own; and be responsible for designing. installing. and operating all

Interconnection Facilities located on the Customer's side of the Point of Interconnection.

A Customer shall ensure that Interconnection Facilities:

Are located on the Customer's premises, and

To enable delivery of power from the Generating Facilitv to the Distribution Svstem at the Point of

Interconnection. include:

a Necessarv equipment for:

L Connection

Transformation

Switching,

Protective relaying.

Metering.

Communication and

Safetv requirements;

A Disconnect Switch, and
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Anv other requirements outlined in this Article or specified by the Utilitv in its Interconnection

Manual.

A Customer interconnecting a Generating Facilitv with the Distribution Svstem shall:

L Sian an Interconnection Agreement and all other applicable purchase. supply. and standby agreements, and

Complv with all applicable tariffs. rate schedules, and Utilitv service requirements.

A Customer shall not interconnect or cause Interconnection of a Generatinsz Facilitv to the Distribution Svstem

without first executing an Interconnection Agreement with the Utilitv that operates theDistribution Svstem.

R14-2-2605. Utility Rights and Responsibilities

A Utilitv shall interconnect a Generating Facilitv to the Distribution Svstem. subject to the requirements of this

Article and of the Utilitv's Interconnection Manual.

4 A Utilitv has the right to expect prompt, reasonable, and professional responses from a Customer during the

Interconnection process.

Q A Utilitv shallrequire that an interconnected Generating Facilitv:

Not present anv hazards to Utilitv personnel,other Utilitv consumers, or the public,

Minimize the possibility of damage to the Utility and to other Utilitv consumers' equipment:

Not adversely affect the quality of service to other Utilitv consumers; and

Not hamper efforts to restore a feeder to service when a Clearance is required.

& A Utility shall notify a Customer if there is reason to believe that operation of the Customer's Generating

Facilitv has caused disruption or deterioration of service to other Utilitv consumers served from the Distribution

Svstem or that such operation has caused damaize to the Distribution Svstem.

L A Utilitv shall make its Interconnection Manual. standard Application, and Interconnection Agreements readily

available to an Applicant in print and online formats.

58 Following the receipt of an Application. a Utilitv shall review the Generating Facilitv to ensure it complies with

the applicable screens in R14-2-2615. If the Generating Facilitv design does not comply with the applicable

screens in R-I4-2-2615, an Interconnection Studv may be required. Before the Utilitv undertakes anv

Interconnection Studv or system upgrades that will be charged to the Applicant. the Utilitv shall provide the

Applicant a detailed estimate of the cost. an outline of the proposed work, supporting data. and justification for

the proposed work. If the results of an Interconnection Studv necessitate additional Interconnection Facilities or

upgrades. the Utilitv shall provide written notice to the Applicant of the Utilitv's intent to install the

Interconnection Facilities or upgrades. The Applicant shall pay the Utilitv for Interconnection Facilities or

upgrades identified in the Interconnection Studv except for those unrelated to the Generating Facilitv

installation. The Utilitv shall provide the results of the Interconnection Studv to the Applicant.

_Q A Utilitv may not disapprove Interconnection of a Generating Facilitv that satisfies the requirements of this

Article and the Utilitv's Interconnection Manual.

4 If additional Interconnection Facilities or upgrades are needed to accommodate a Generating Facilitv. and the

Interconnection Facilities or upgrades will benefit the grid the Utility shall reduce the charge of the

Interconnection Facilities or upgrades to the Customer by the amount of benefits to the grid that are readily
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Insurance

4

4

quantifiable by the Utilitv. A Utilitv shall not reject an Application on the basis of existing Distribution Svstem

conditions that are deficient. or charge a Customer for Interconnection Facilities or upgrades that are overdue or

that will soon be required to ensure compliance with Good Utilitv Practice.

A Utilitv shall process each Application on a nondiscriminatory basis.

R14-2-2606. Easements and Rights-of~Wav

8 Where an easement or right-of-wav does not exist, but is required by a Utilitv to accommodate Interconnection,

a Customer shall provide a suitable easement or right-of-wav. in the Utilitv's name. on thepremises owned,

leased, or otherwise controlled by the Customer. If the required easement or right of wav is on another's

property. the Customer shall obtain and provide to the Utilitv a suitable easement or right-of-wav, in the

Utilitv's name, at theCustomer's expense and in sufficient time to comply with Interconnection Agreement

requirements. .

A Utilitv shall use reasonable efforts to utilize existin2 easements to acconunodate Interconnection.

Q A Utilitv shall use reasonable efforts to assist 8 Customer in securing necessary easements at the Customer's

expense.

R14-2-2607. l

A, Except as provided in subsection (D). a Utilitv shall not require a Customer to maintain general liability

insurance coverage as a condition for Interconnection.

4 A Utilitv shall not require a Customer to negotiate anv policy or renewal of anv policy covering any liability

through a particular insurance provider, agent, solicitor, or broker.

_(Q, The provision in subsection (A) does not waive or otherwise foreclose anv rights a Utilitv may have to pursue

remedies at law against a Customer to recover damages.

A Utility that obtains financing from RUS may require a Customer to maintain liability insurance. to the extent

necessary to meet the Utilitv's obligations to RUS.

R14-2-2608. Non-Circumvention

8 A Utilitv shall not directly or through an affiliate use knowledge of proposed Distributed Generation projects

submitted to the Utility for Interconnection or study to initiate competing proposals to the Customer that offer

discounted rates in return for not installing the Distributed Generation. or to offer the Customer competing

Distributed Generation projects.

A Customer may share with a Utilitv or its affiliates information in the Customer's possession regarding a

potential Distributed Generation project and may use such information to negotiate a discounted rate or other

mutually beneficial arrangement with a Utilitv or its affiliate.

Q A Utilitv may inform a Customer of anv existing or pending (awaiting approval by the Comrnissionl rate

schedule that may economically benefit. economically disadvantage. or otherwise affect the Customer's

Distributed Generation project.

R14-2-2609. Designation of ContactPersons

Each Utilitv shall:4
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L Designate a person or persons who will serve as the Utilitv's contact for all matters related to Distributed

4

4L

B

R14-2-2611.

4

Generation Interconnection..

Identify to the Commission in its Interconnection Manual each designated Distributed Generation

Interconnection contact person or persons, and

Provide convenient access through its website to the name. telephone number mailing address and email

address for each Distributed Generation Interconnection contact person.

Each Applicant applvinfz for Interconnection shall designate a contact person or persons and provide to the

Utilitv the name. telephone number, mailing address. and email address for each contact person.

R14-2-2610. Minor Modifications .

A Utilitv shall not reject or declare incomplete and require resubmission of a submitted Application if minor

modifications must be made to the desiizn of the Generatinsz Facilitv or to other information on the Application

(including ownership of Generatinfz Facilitvl while the Application is being reviewed by the Utility or prior to

completing the Interconnection of the Generating Facility.

Certification
.

& To qualitY as Certified Equipment, Generatiniz Facilitv equipment proposed for use separately or packaged with

other equipment in an Interconnection system shall:

L Complv with all applicable codes and standards required by this Article and referenced in the Utility

Interconnection Manual,

Comply with all applicable codes and standards used by an NRTL to testand certify Interconnection

equipment, and

L Be labeled and publicly listed as certified by the NRTL at the time of Application submission.

& If Certified Equipment includes only interface components (switchgear. inverters. or other interface devicest, a

Customer shall show. upon request from the Utilitv, that die Generating Facilitv is compatible with the interface

components arid consistent with the testing and listing specified for the Interconnection equipment.

Q A Customer is not required to ensure that equipment provided by the Utility is Certified Equipment.

No Additional RequirementsR14-2-2612.

If a Generating Facilitv complies with all applicable requirements of R14-2-2611 complies with the screens listed in

R14-2-2615. and complies with the Utility's Interconnection Manual., a Utility shall not require the Customer to

install additional controls, or to perform or pay for additional tests. in order to obtain approval to interconnect.

unless the Customer agrees to do so or the Commission so requires. A Utility may install additional equipment or

perform additional testing at its own expense.

R14-2-2613. Disconnection from or Reconnection with the Distribution System

A Utility may disconnect a Generating Facilitv from the Distribution System under the following conditions:

L

L

Upon expiration or termination of the Interconnection Agreement with a Customer in accordance with the

terms of the Interconnection Agreement,

Upon determinimz that the Generating Facilitv is not in compliance with the technical requirements found

within the Utilitv's interconnection Manual;
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L

Upon determining that continued Interconnection of the Generating Facilitv will endanger system

operations. persons. or property. for the time needed to make immediate repairs Oll the Distribution System

To perform routine maintenance. repairs. and system modifications; and

L Upon determining that an Interconnection Agreement is not in effect for the Generating Facility/.

4 A Utility and a Customer shall cooperate to restore the Generating Facility and the Distribution System to their

normal operating states as soon as practicable.

_Q A Customer may temporarily disconnect the Generatinfz Facility from the Distribution Svstem at any time. Such

temporary disconnection shall not constitute a termination of the Interconnection Agreement unless the

Customer has so specified in writing.

Q Except in the case of a disconnection under subsection (Al(3l. a Utilitv shall provide notice to a Customer

before disconnecting the Generating Facility. The Utilitv shall provide the Customer notice at least three

calendar days prior to the impending disconnectionand shall include in the notice the date. time. andestimated

duration of the disconnection.

8 When a Generatinsz Facility is disconnected under subsection (A)(2):

The Customer shall notify the Utility when the Generating Facility is restored to compliance with technical

L

L

L

4

L
4
L

i

requirements,

The Utilitv shall, within five calendar days after receiving the Customer's notice, have an inspector veriee

die compliance, and

Upon verify/ing the compliance, the Utilitv shall. in coordination with the Customer, reconnect the

Generatinfz Facilitv.

A Utilitv shall reconnect a Generating Facilitv as quickly as practicable alter determining Mat the reason for

disconnection is remedied.

Q An Interconnection Agreement shall continue in effect after discormection or termination of electric service to

the extent and for the period necessary to allow or require the Utilitv or Customer to fulfill rights or obligations

that arose under the agreement, notwithstanding subsection (H)(4). An Interconnection Agreement cannot be for

a term less than the expected life of the Generating Facilitv. unless mutually agreed upon by the Customer and

the Utilitv.

An Interconnection Agreement shall become effective on the effective date specified in the Interconnection

Agreement and shall remain in effect thereafter unlessand until:

It is terminated by mutual agreement of the Utilitv and Customer,

It is replaced by another Interconnection Agreement. with mutual consent of the Utility and Customer.

It is terminated be the Utilitv or the Customer due to a breach or default of the Interconnection Agreement,

gr

The Customer terminates Utilitv electric service, vacates or abandons the property on which the Generating

Facilitv is located, or terminates or abandons the Generating Facilitv, without the Utility's agreement.

L An Interconnection Agreement shall not be terminated in the event of the sale or lease of the propergf owned by

the Customer. If the ownership of a Generating Facility changes, the Interconnection Agreement will remain in
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effect so long as the operation of the Generating Facilitv. as specified in the Interconnection Agreement,

remains unchanged. The Customer shall provide notice to the Utilitv within seven calendar days in the event of

a change in the ownership of the Generating Facility.

Upon termination of an Interconnection Agreement:

The Customer shall ensure that the electrical conductors connecting the Generating Facility to the

Distribution Svstem are immediately lifted and permanently removed, to preclude any possibility of

interconnected operation in the future; and

a The Utilitv may inspect the Generating Facilitv to verify that it is permanently disconnected.

R14-2-2614. Application and Generating Facilitv General Requirements

& A Customer desiring to interconnect to the Distribution Svstem a Generating Facility that is not a Non~

Exporting inverter-based energy storage Generating Facilitv or an inadvertent Export Generating Facility with a

Maximum Capacitv of 20 kW or less shall apply to the Utilitv for Interconnection as provided in this Section.

13 An Applicant shall submit an Application on a form provided by the Utility, or according to a format provided

by the Utility, alone with the following:

L

4
L

All supplemental information and documents required by the Utilitv. which shall be noted on the Utili;v's

Application or Application instructions;

An executed Interconnection Agreement. if required by theUtilitv, and

An initial Application or processing fee, if a tariff containing such a fee is approved for the Utility by the

Commission.

L
L

8

L

Q Upon request, a Utilitv shall provide an Applicant with sample diagrams that indicate the preferred level of

detail and type of information required for a typical inverter-based system.

4 Within seven calendar daysafter receiving an Application. a Utilitv shall review the Application and provide

the Applicant notice:

That the Application satisfies all requirements under subsection (BI or

That the Application does not satisfy one or more requirements under subsection (BL in which case:

a The Utility shall specify the additional information or docmnents reguUed;

Q The Applicant shall submit the specified mformation or documents and

The Application may be deemed withdrawn if the Applicant does not submit the required information

or documents within 30 calendar days.

4 A Generating Facilitv shall comply with the following general requirements:

If inverter based, each inverter shall meet the shutdown protective functions (under/over voltage.

under/over frequency. and anti-Islandinszl specified in IEEE 1547-2018 _ IEEE Standard for

Interconnection and Interoperability of Distributed Enerav Resources with Associated Electric Power

Svstems Interfaces (April 6, 20181. with no future editions or amendments. which is incorporated by

reference, on file with the Commission, and published by and available from IEEE. 3 Park Avenue. 17*

Floor, New York, New York 10016, and throutlh http://ieeexplore.ieee.org§
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a The Generating Facilitv shall meet all applicable codes and standards required by this Article and

referenced in the Utilitv Interconnection Manual, and

I:L

4

The Generating Facility shall comply with the Utilitv's Interconnection Manual and Interconnection

Agreement requirements.

R14-2-2615. Screens

A, For Interconnection of a proposed Generating Facility to a distribution circuit. the aggregated generation on the

circuit, includmg the proposed Generating Facility, shall not exceed 15% of the total circuit annual peak load as

most recently measured at the substation or on the line section (ifavailablel. or the circuit hosting capacity

limit, whichever is greater. Non-Exporting Svstems. regardless of system size, and Inadvertent Export systems

with a Maximum Capacitv of 20 kW and under shall not be subject to this subsection.

A proposed Generating Facilitv shall not contribute more than l0% to a distribution circuit's maximum fault

current at 811V point on the Distribution Svstem, including during normal contingency conditions that may occur

due to reconfiguration of the feeder or the distribution substation. .

.Q The proposed Maximum Capacitv of a Generating Facilitv, in aggregate with the Maximum Capacity of other

generation on a distribution circuit. shall not cause any distribution protective.devices andequipment (including

but not limited to substation breakers, fuse cutouts, and line reclosersl, or consumer equipment on the system, to

exceed 90% of the short circuit interrupting capability. Interconnection she not be proposed for a circuit that

already exceeds 90% of the short circuit interrupting capability.

Q A proposed Generating Facilitv shall be interconnected to the Distribution Svstem as shown in the table below:

Primarv Distribution Line Configuration Interconnection to Primarv Distribution Line

Three-phase. three wire

Three-phase. four wire

If a three-phase or single-phase Generating Facilitv.

Interconnection shall be phase-to-phase

If a three-phase (effectively grounded) or single-phase

Generating Facilitv. Interconnection shall be line-to-neutral

L If a proposed Generating Facilitv is to be interconnected on single-phase shared secondary, the aggregate

generation capacity on the shared secondary. including the proposed Maximum Capacitv of the Generating

Facilitv. shall not exceed 75% of the service transformer rating. Non-Exporting Svstems and Inadvertent Export

systems shall not be subject to this subsection.

L If a proposed Generating Facilitv is single-phase and is to be interconnected on a transformer center tap neutral

of a 240volt service. its addition shall not create an imbalance between the two sides of the 240-volt service of

more than 20% of the nameplate rating of the service transformer.

Q A proposed Generating Facility. in aggregate with other generation interconnected to the distribution low-

voltage side of a substation transformer feeding the distribution circuit where the Generating Facilitv would

interconnect. shall not exceed 10 MW in an area where there are known or posted transient stability limitations

to generating units located in the general electrical vicinity (e.g., three or four transmission voltage level busses

from the Point of Interconnection). NonExporting Svstems. regardless of system size. and Inadvertent Export

systems with a Maximum Capacitv of 20 kW and under shall not be subject to this subsection.
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A proposed Generatinfz Facility's Point of Interconnection shall not be on a transmission line.

A proposed Generating Facilitv shall not exceed the capacity of the Customer's exisdnfz electrical service unless

there is a simultaneous request for an upgrade to the Customer's electrical service or the Generating Facilitv is

coniiszured never to inject onto the feeder power that exceeds the capacity of the electrical service.

If a proposed Generating Facilitv is non~inverter based, the Generating Facilitv must comply with the Protective

Function requirements and anv additional Utilitv Interconnection requirements. which shall be specified by the

Utilitv in its Interconnection Manual.

R14-2-2616. Pre-Application Report

i An Applicant requesting a Pre-Application Report shall submit to a Utilitv:

L The Applicant's contact information (name. address. phone, and email);

A proposed Point of Interconnection. sufficiently identified by latitude and longitude. site map. street

address, meter number, account number, or some combination of those sufficient to identify the location

of the Point of Interconnection,

A description of the proposed generation technoloav and fuel source, and

i A non-refundable processing fee. if a tariffcontainine such a fee is approved for the Utilitv by the

L

L
L

Commission.

An Applicant requesting a Pre-Application Report shall understand that:

The existence of "available capacity" doesnot mean that the Interconnection of a Generating Facilitv with

a nameplate capacity that is equivalent to the available capacity may be completed without impacts.

because the Pre-Application Report does not address all of the variables studied as part of the

Interconnection review process;

The Distribution Svstem is dynamic and subject to chanaex and

Application Report may become outdated arid may not be useful at the time an

L
4

'L

L
Q

L
a
2

Data provided in the Pre-

Application is submitted.

Q Within 21 calendar days of receipt of a completed Pre-Application Report request, a Utilitv shall provide a Pre-

Application Report, which shall include the following information. as available:

The total capacity (MW) of the substation/area bus or bank and circuit likely to serve the proposed site.

The allocated capacity (MW) of the substation/area bus or bank and circuit likely to serve the proposed site.

The queued capacity (MW) of the substation/area bus or bank and circuit likely to serve the proposed site,

The available capacity (MW) of the substation/area bus or bank and circuit most likely to serve the

proposed site.

Whether the proposed Generatinsz Facilitv is located on an area. spot. or radial network:

The substation nominal distribution voltage or nominal transmission voltage. if applicable

The nominal distribution circuit voltaize at the proposed site;

The approximate circuit distance between the proposed site and the substation,

The peak load estimate and minimum load data of each relevant line section. whenavailable:
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Level l Super Fast Track

The number of protective devices and voltage regulating devices between the proposed site and the

substation/area

Whether three-phase power is available at the site and, if not. the distance of the site from three-phase

service

Q The limiting conductor rating from the proposed Point of Interconnection to the distribution substation, and

Based on the proposed Pomt of Interconnection. anv existing or known constraints, such as. but not limited

to. electrical dependencies at that location, short circuit interrupting capacity issues. power gualig or

stability issues on the circuit. capacity constraints. or secondary networks.

4 A Utilitv shall not be required to generate data for a Pre-Application Report and may include only pre-existing

data. An Applicant request for a Pre-Application Report does not obligate the Utility to conduct a study or other

analysis of the proposed oroiect in the event that preexistinsz data is not available. If a Utility cannot complete

all or some of a Pre-Application Report due to lack of available data the Utility shall provide the Applicant a

Pre-Application Report that includes the information that is available and identifies the information that is

unavailable. Notwithstanding anv provisions of this Section. a Utility shall, in good faith, provide Pre-

Application Report data that represents the best available information at the time of reporting.

8 A Utilitv may charge a fee for a Pre-Application Report if a tariff containing such a fee is approved for the

Utility by the Commission.

R14-2-2617.

8 A Customer interconnecting an inverter-based Generating Facility with a Maximum Capacity' of 20 kW or less.

which only uses Certified Equipment. shall apply for Interconnection under the Level l Super Fast Track

Application process.

Q To qualify for Level 1 Super Fast Track, the Generatinfl Facilitv shall comply with R14-2-26l5(A), (E and

Fat

4

4

L

Q The Level l Super Fast Track shall proceed as follows:

L Within 14 calendar days following provision of notice Linder R14-2-26l4(Dl{l)., the Utility shall review the

Application and notify the Applicant of one of the following determinations:

The Generating Facilitv design satisfies R142-2615(A). (El. and (F) andmeets all Interconnection

requirements and the Application is therefore deemed complete and approved for Interconnection; or

The Generating Facilitv design does not satisfy one or more of the requirements listed in Rl4-2-

2615(Al. (E). or (Fl or does not meet one or more of the Utilitv's Interconnection reguNements which

shall be specified. and the Application is therefore deemed incomplete and not approved for

Interconnection.

If the Utilitv's determination falls under subsection (CY1 l(bl, the Applicant shall notify the Utility within

30 calendar days whether it wishes to proceed with the Interconnection.

4 Except as provided in subsection (D). if the Applicant does not provide notice within 30 calendar days

that it wishes to proceed with the Interconnection, the Application may be considered withdrawn.
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R14-2-2618.
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L

If the Applicant wishes to proceed with the Interconnection. the Applicant shall submit to die Utilitv.

within 30 calendar days. anv Utilitv-specified additional information or modifications to the

Generating Facilitv. along with one of the following:

L A request that the Utilitv continue to process the Application under this section; or

A request that the Utilitv process the Application in accordance with R14-2-2620.

Once an Application is approved, the Generating Facility shall be subject to R14-2-262 l .

Q An Applicant may, within 30 calendar daysafter receiving notice under subsection (Cl(1l(bl. submit a request

for an extension of the 30-dav period allowed for submissions under subsection (Cl(2l(b).

E Alter receiving a submission under subsection (Cl(2l(bl. a Utilitv shall again follow the process of subsection

(QL

8 A Utilitv may not charge a fee for an additional review under subsection.(Cl. unless a tariff containing such a

fee is approved for the Utilitv by the Commission. : .

_Q A Customer shall be responsible for anv costs of Utilitv facilities and equipment modifications necessary to

accommodate the Customer's Interconnection.

If the Generating Facilitv's operating characteristics can be modified such that improvements to the Distribution

Svstem are reduced or not required, and both the Utilitv and Customer agree 011 the operating characteristics,

the Customer shall have the opportunity to modify the Generating Facility's operating characteristics to reduce

facility costs.

Level 2 Fast Track

8 A Customer interconnecting a Generating Facilitv with a Maximum Capacitv of less than 2 MW. excluding a

Generating Facilitv processed in accordance with R14-2-2617, shall apply for Interconnection under the Level 2

Fast Track Application process.

i To qualify for the Level2 Fast Track. the Generating Facilitv shall comply with R14-2-2615(A) through (Jo.

Q The Level2 Fast Track shall proceed as follows:

L Within 21 calendar days following provision of notice under R14226l4(Dl(1 l. the Utilitv shall review the

Application and notify the Applicant of one of the following determinations:

The Generating Facilitv design satisfies R14-2-2615(Al through (J) and meets all Interconnection

requirements and the Application is therefore deemedcomplete and approved for Interconnection; or

The Generating Facilitv design does not satisfy one or more of the requirements listed in subsections

R14-2-2615(A) through (1) or does not meet one or more of the Utilitv's Interconnection requirements,

which shall be specified. and the Application is therefore deemed incomplete andnotapproved for

Interconnection.

If the Utilitv's determination falls under subsection (CN l l(bl. the Applicant shall notify the Utilitv within

30 calendar days whether it wishes to proceed with the Interconnection.

a Except as provided in subsection (D). if the Applicant does not provide notice within 30 calendar days

that it wishes to proceed with the Interconnection. the Application may be considered withdrawn.
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If the Applicant wishes to proceed with the Interconnection. the Applicant shall submit to the Utility.

within 30 calendar days, anv Utilitv-specified additional information or modifications to the

Generating Facilitv. alone with one of the following:

A request that the Utilitv continue to process the Application under this section;

A request that the Utility process the Application in accordance with RI42-2619, or

A request that the Utilitv process the Application in accordance with R14-2-2620.

Once an Application is approved, the Generating Facilitv shall be subject to R14-2-262 l .

Q An Applicant may. within 30 calendar days after receiving notice under subsection (C1(l)(b)_, submit a request

for an extension of the 30-dav period allowed for submissions under subsection (C1(2)(b1.

_lg After receiving a submission under subsection (C)(2)(b). a Utilitv shall again follow the process under

subsection (C).

L A Utilitv may not charge a fee for an additional review under subsection (C), unless a tariff containing such a

fee is approved for the Utilitv by the Commission.

Q A Customer shall be responsible for anv costs of Utilitv facilities and equipment modifications ness y to

accommodate the Interconnection.

If the Generating Facility's operating characteristics can be modified such that improvements to the Distribution

Svstem are reduced or not required, and both the Utilitv and Customer agree on the operating characteristics,

the Customer shall have the opportunity to modify the Generating Facilitv's operating characteristics to reduce

facility costs.

R14-2-2619. level 3 Studv Track

8 A Customer interconnecting a Generating Facilitv with a Maximum Capacitv of 2 MW or greater, or a

Generating Facilitv that does not meet the screening requirements for Level l Super Fast Track.. Level 2 Fast

Track. or Supplemental Review. shall apply for Interconnection under theLevel3 Study Track Application

process.

8 An Applicant rnav request a pre-application meeting with the Utilitv to discuss the proposed design insulation

and operation of the Generating Facility prior to submission of an Application.

Q The Level 3 Studv Track shall proceed as follows:

L Within 14 calendar days after transfer from Level l Super Fast Track. transfer from Level 2 Fast Track, or

transfer from Supplemental Review. a Utilitv shall review the Application and provide die Applicant

notice:

That the Application satisfies all requirements underR14-2-2614(B1 or

That the Application does not satisfy one or more requirements under R14-2-26 l4(B).. in which case:

L The Utilitv shall specify the additional information or documents required..

The Applicant shall submit the specified information or documents, and

The Application may bedeemed withdrawn if the Applicant does not submit the required

information or documents within 30 calendar days.
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Within 30 calendar days following provision of notice under (CV l)(aI or R14-2-26l4(D)_(I), the Utility

shall review the Application and notify the Applicant of one of the following determmations:

The Generating Facilitv design appears to meet all of the applicable Interconnection requirements, no

further studies. special protective requirements. or system modifications are required, and the

Application is deemed complete arid approved for Interconnection; or

The Generatinsz Facilitv does not meet one or more of the Utilitv's Interconnection requirements,

which shall be specified, arid cannot be interconnected without further information. data. engineering

studies. or modifications to the Distribution Svstem or Generatinfz Facilitv. the Interconnection shall

proceed according to a meeting and study process deemed necessary by the Utilitv: itemized costs and

timelines for the studies will be disclosed and agreed upon by the Utility and Applicant prior to the

start of each one, and all studies will be made available to the Applicant.

Within 21 calendar days after notice is provided under subsection (C1(21(bl. a Scoping Meeting may be

conducted to discuss which studies are needed, and the Utilitv shall provide to the Customer at the Scoping

Meeting an acknowledgement letter describing the project scope and including a good faith estimate of the

cost.

L

L

;

If requested by the Customer, the Utilitv shall undertake a Feasibilitv Studv. The Utility shall provide the

Customer, within 14 calendar days after the Scoping Meeting, a Feasibilitv Studv agreement including an

outline of the scope of die study and a non-binding, good faith estimate of the cost of the materials and

labor needed to perform the study. The Utilitv shall conduct the Feasibilitv Studv after the Customer

executes the Feasibilitv Studv agreement, provides all requested information necessary to complete the

Feasibility Studv. and pays the estimated costs.

The Feasibilitv Studv shall be completed within 45 calendar days.

The Feasibilitv Studv:

Shall include review of short circuit currents, including contribution from the proposed generator,

as well as coordination of and potential oyerloadina of distribution circuit protection devices,

Shall provide initial details and ideas on the complexity and likely costs to interconnect prior to

commitment of costly engineering review. and

Mav be used to focus or eliminate some or all of the more intensive Svstem Impact Study.

I f deemed necessary by the Customer or the Utility. the Utilitv shall undertake a System Impact Study. The

Utilitv shall provide the Customer. within 14 calendar days after completing the previous study or meeting,

a System Impact Study agreement including an outline of the scope of the study and a non-binding good

faith estimate of the cost of the materials and labor needed to perform the study. The Utility shall conduct

the Svstem Impact Study after the Customer executes the Svstem Impact Study agreement, provides all

requested Customer information necessary to complete the System Impact Study, and pays any required

deposit of the estimated costs.

a The Svstem Impact Study shall be completed within 45 calendar days.
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The Svstem Impact Studv shall reveal all areas where the Distribution Svstem would need to be

upgraded to allow the Generatimz Facilitv to be built and interconnected as designed and may include

discussions with the Customer about potential alterations to generator design. including downsizing to

limit arid impacts. as well as operational limits that would limit arid impacts if implemented.

If the Utility determines, in accordance with Good Utilitv Practice, that the Distribution System

modifications required to accommodate the proposed Interconnection are not substantial the System

fmpact Smdv shall identify die scope and detailed cost of the modifications.

I f die Utilitv determines, in accordance with Good Utilitv Practice. that the system modifications to the

Distribution Svstem are substantial. a Facilities Studv shall be performed.

Each Utilitv shall include in its Interconnection Manual a description of the various elementsof a

Svstem Impact Studv it would typically undertake pursuant to this Section.. including.:

L

L

Q
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Load flow study,

Short-circuit study:

Circuit protection and coordination study:

Impact on system operation,

Stability study, and the conditions justifying inclusion, and

Q Voltage collapse study. and the conditions justifying inclusion.

The Utility shall undertake a Facilities Studv ifneededbased on the outcome of the Svstem Impact Study.

The Utilitv shall provide the Customer. within 14 calendar days alter completing the previous study or

meeting, a Facilities Study agreement including an outline of the scope of the study and a non-binding,

good faith estimate of the cost of the materials and labor needed to perform the study. The Utility shall

conduct the Facilities Study after the Customer executes the Facilities Studv agreement, provides all

requested Customer information necessary to complete the study. and pays the estimated costs.

The Facilities Study shall be completed within 45 calendar days.

The Facilities Studv shall delineate the detailed costsof construction and milestones. Construction may

include new circuit breakers, relocation of rec losers. new Utilitv grid extensions, reconductoring lines,

new transformers. protection requirements, and interaction.

[f the Generating Facilitv meetsall of the applicable Interconnection requirements.. all items identified in

anv meeting or study have been resolved and agreed to, and the Utility has received the final design

4

Q;

drawings, then:

4 The Utilitv shall send to the Customer. within seven calendar days. an executable Interconnection

Azreernent. which shall include as an exhibit the cost for anv required Distribution System

modifications

The Customer shall review, sign. and return the Interconnection Azzreement and anv balance due for

Interconnection studies or required deposit for facilities; and

The Customer shall then complete installation of the Generating Facilitv, and the Utility shall complete

anv Distribution Svstem modifications. according to the requirements set forth in the Interconnection
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Agreement. The Utility shall employ best reasonable efforts to complete such system upgrades in the

shortest time practical.

8 Once an Application is approved. the Generating Facilitv shall be subject to R14-2-2621.

A Utilitv may not charge a fee for an additional review under subsection (C). unless a tariff containing such a

fee is approved for the Utilitv by the Commission.

_I A Customer shall have the responsibility for anv costs of Utilitv facilities and equipment modifications

necessary to accommodate the Customer's Interconnection.

If the Generating Facilitv's operating characteristics can be modified such that improvements to the Distribution

Svstem are reduced or not required, and both the Utilitv and Customer agree on the operating characteristics,

the Customer shall have the opportunity to modify the Generating Facilitv's operating characteristics to reduce

facility costs.

R14-2-2620.

If a Utilitv determines that an Application for Interconnection cannot be approved without conducting a

Supplemental Review, or if requested by the Applicant:

The Utilitv shall, within seven calendar days of malting the determination or receiving the request, provide

the Applicant a good faith estimate of the cost of the Supplemental Review and a written agreement setting

form the ten's of the Supplemental Review, and

If the Customer desires to proceed with the Application. the Customer shall, within 14 calendar days of

receipt of the good faith estimate and written agreement, size the written agreement and submit to the

Utilitv a deposit for the full estimated cost of the Supplemental Review.

IL The Applicant may specify the order in which the Utilitv will complete the screens in subsection (E).

Q The Applicant shall be responsible for the Utilitv's actual costs for conducting a Supplemental Review and must

pay anv review costs exceeding the deposit amount within 30 calendar days of receipt of an invoice for the

balance. or resolution of anv dispute as to those costs. If the deposit amount exceeds the actual costs of the

Supplemental Review. the Utilitv shall return such excess to the Customer, without interest. within 30 calendar

days of completing the Supplemental Review.

Q Within 21 calendar days following receipt of the deposit for a Supplemental Review. the Utilitv shall:

Perform a Supplemental Review by determininfz compliance with the screens in subsections (EX l ), (2). and l

L
i

1

4
4

L

Q);
Unless the Applicant has previouslv provided instructions for how to respond to the Generating Facilitv's

failure to meet anv of the Supplemental Review screens:

Notifv the Applicant following the failure of anv of the screens, and

ltldie Utilitv is unable to determine compliance with the screen in subsection (E)( I), motif the

Applicant within two calendar days of making such determination and request the Applicant's

permission to:

Continue evaluating the Interconnection under subsection (El:
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Terminate the Supplemental Review and continue evaluating the Generatimz Facilitv under Rl4-2

26 l 9 or

Terminate the Supplemental Review upon withdrawal of the interconnection request by the

Applicant; and

Notifv the Applicant of the results of the Supplemental Review along with copies of the analysis and data

underlvinz the Utilitv's determinations of compliance with the screens.

Q A Utilitv shall apply the followinfz screens in its Supplemental Review:

L
4

4

&

;
4
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A minimum load screen:

If 12 months of line section minimum load data (including onsite load but not station service load

served by the Generating Facilitv) are available. can be calculated, can be estimated from existing data.

or can be determined from a power flow model, the aggregate Generating Facilitv Maximum Capacitv

on the line section shall be less than 100% of the minimum load for all line sections bounded by

automatic sectionalizing devices upstream of the Generating Facilitv.

If 12 months of line section minimum load data are not available, or cannot be calculated, estimated. or

determined, the Utilitv shall include in its Supplemental Review results notification under subsection

(D) each recon that it is unable to calculate. estimate, or determine minimum load.

In making its determination of compliance with subsections (E)( li(a) and (be. the Utilitv shall:

L Consider the type of generation used by the Generating Facilitv when calculating, estirnadng, or

determining the circuit or line section minimum load. using daytime minimum load for solar

photovoltaic generation systems with no battery storage (i.e.. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. for fixed panel

systems and 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. for solar photovoltaic generation systems utilizing tracking systems)

and using absolute minimum load for all other generation;

For a Generating Facilitv that serves some station service load, consider only the net injection into

the Utilitv's electric system as part of the aggregate generation; and

Not consider as part of the aggregate generation Generating Facilitv capacity known to be

reflected already in the minimum load data.

A voltage and power quality screen: In aggregate with existing Maximum Capacitv on the line section:

Voltage regulation 011 the line section shall be maintained in compliance with relevant requirements

under all system conditions,

Voltage fluctuation shall be within acceptable limits as defined by IEEE 1453. IEEE Recommended

Practice for the Analvsis of Fluctuating Installations on Power Svstems (October 30, 20151 with no

future editions or amendments. which is incorporated by reference: on file with the Commission and

published by and available from IEEE. 3 Park Avenue, l7th Floor, New York. New York 10016. and

through http://ieeexplore.ieee.org: and

Harmonic levels shall meet IEEE 519 limits. IEEE Recommended Practice and Requirements for

Harmonic Control in Electric Power Svstems (June l L 20141. with no future editions or amendments..
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which is incorporated by reference: on file with the Commission, and published by and available from

IEEE. 3 Pad< Avenue. 17th Floor. New York, New York 10016. and through http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.

A safety and reliability screen: The location of the Generating Facilitv and the aggregate Maximum

Capacitv on the line section shall not create impacts to safety or reliability that cannot be adequately

addressed without application of the Interconnection Studv process. in making this determination regarding

potential impacts to safety and reliability, the Utilitv shall rive due consideration to the following, and any

other relevant factors:

Whether the line section has significant minimum loading levels dominated by a small number of

customers (e.2.. several large commercial customers):

Whether the loading alone the line section is uniform or even,

Whether the Generating Facilitv is located in close proximity to the.substation (i.e., within less than 2.5

electrical circuit miles),

Whether the line section from the substation to the Point of Interconnection is a main feeder line

section rated for normal and emergency ampaci.w,

Whether the Generating Facility incorporates a time delay function to prevent reconnection of the

generator to the system until system volta2e and frequency are within normal limits for a prescribed

L

L

Q
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L

Whether operational flexibility is reduced by the Generating Facilitv. such that transfer of the line

section(s) of the Generating Facilitv to a neighboring distribution circuit/substation rnav trigger

overloads or voltage issues; and

g Whether the Generating Facility employs equipment or systems certified by a recogged standards

organization to address technical issues such as. but not limited to. Islanding. reverse power flow, or

volt e uali .
If the Interconnection satisfies subsection (El. the Application shall be approved for Interconnection and the

Utilitv shall provide the Applicant notice of the Supplemental Review results.

If Interconnection Facilities or minor modifications to the Utilitv's system are required for the Interconnection

to meet the screens in subsection (El, the Utilitv shall notify the Applicant and request for the Applicant to pay

for the modifications. If the Applicant agrees to pay for the modifications to the Utility's electric system, the

Utilitv shall provide an Interconnection Agreement. alone with a non-bindine good faith estimate of the cost for

the interconnection Facilities and minor modifications. to the Applicant within seven calendar days atier the

Applicant agrees to pay for the modifications.

If more than Interconnection Facilities or minor modifications to the Utilitv's system would be required for the

Interconnection to meet the screens in subsection (E). the Utilitv shall notify the Applicant, at the same time it

notifies the Applicant of the Supplemental Review results, that the Interconnection request shall be evaluated

under R14-2-2619, unless the Applicant withdraws its Application.

If die Interconnection fails anv of the screens in subsection (E), and the Applicant does not withdraw its

Application, the Utilitv shall continue to evaluate the Application under R14-2-2619.
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R14-2-2621. Utilitv Site Inspection: Approval for Parallel Operation

& Once an Application is approved for Interconnection:

L If the Utilitv has not received an executed Interconnection Agreement, the Utility shall send to the

;

L

a

L
L

a
L

Q

L

4

a

Customer. within seven calendar days after the notice of Application approval, the appropriate

Interconnection Agreement for review and signature.

If required, the Customer shall submit to the Utilitv a copy of the final electrical clearance for the

Generating Facility issued by the authority having jurisdiction:

The Customer shall submit all necessary supplemental documents as specified by the Utility, and

i A site inspection shall be performed if deemednecessary by the Utilitv or requested by the Customer.

Within seven calendar days after a site inspection is deemed necessary by the Utilitv. or requested by the

Customer, the Utilitv shall perform a site inspection for which it may charge a fee. if a tariff containing such a

fee is approved for the Utilitv by the Commission. During a site inspection. the Utilitv shall verify at least the

following:

L The Generating Facilitv is in compliance with all applicable Interconnection and code requirements,

All Generating Facilitv equipment is properly labeled:

The Generating Facilitv system layout is in accordance with the plant location and site plans submitted to

the Utilitv;

The inverter nameplate ratings are consistent with the information submitted to the Utilitv;

The Utilitv has unrestricted 24-hour access to the Utilitv-owned production meter and Disconnect Switch.

and the Disconnect Switch meets all applicable requirements:

The inverter shuts down as required upon simulated loss of Utilitv voltage, and

To the extent visible. the Generating Facilitv appears to be wired m accordance with the electrical diagrams

submitted to the Utilitv.

Q The Utilitv shall install appropriate metering equipment. if required. The Utilitv may require the Customer to

pay for the metering equipment, if a tariff containing such a fee is approved for the Utilitv by the Commission.

Within three calendar daysof the completion of the site inspection and the receipt of all final applicable signed

Interconnection documents. the Utilitv shall determine whether the Generating Facility meets all applicable

requirements and shall notify the Customer that:

L The Generating Facilitv isapproved for Parallel Operation with the Distribution System per the afjgeed

terms and conditions, or

The Generating Facility has failed the site inspection because it does not meet one or more of the applicable

requirements. which shall be specified. the Generating Facilitv is not approved for Parallel Operation, and

specified actions must be taken by the Customer to resolve the issue and to obtain approval for Parallel

Operation.

Q If the Generating Facilitv fails the initial Utilitv site inspection:
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L

The Applicant shall, within 30 calendar days of the initial site inspection, correct anv outstanding issues

and notify the Utilitv that all corrections have been made, or the Application may be deemed withdrawn

unless alterative arrangements have been made by the Customer with the Utility, and

The Utilitv shall, within 14 calendar days of the Applicant notice of correction. perform a repeat inspection

of the Generating Facility. for which the Utilitv may charge a fee. if a tariff containing sucha fee is

approved for the Utilitv by the Commission.

L A Utilitv may take anv reasonable actions, including locking open a Disconnect Switch. to prevent Parallel

L
4

4

Operation for:

A Generating Facilitv that fails a site inspection: or

A Customer who operates a Generating Facilitv in parallel without Utility approval.

Q If a Customer does not interconnect a Generating Facilitv within 180 calendar days after Application a@roval.

the Customer's Application may be considered withdrawn.

R14-2-2622. Interconnection to a Secondarv Spot Network Svstem

& A Secondarv SpotNetwork Svstem is a system that:

Simultaneouslv serves a Customer from three-phase. four-wire. low-voltage (typically 480V) circuits

supplied by two or more network transformers which have low-voltaze terminals that are corrected to the

low-voltage circuits through network protectors without ties to adjacent or nearby secondrgv network

L

L

systems,

Has two or more high-voltage primary feeders that are either dedicated network feeders that serve only

other network transformers, or non-dedicated network feeders that serve radial transformers in addition to

the network transformers. depending on network size and design: and

Has automatic protective devices and fuses intended to isolate faulted primary feeders, network

transformers, or low-voltasze cable sections while maintaining uninterrupted service to the consumers

served from the low-voltage circuits.

4 Because interconnecting a Generating Facilitv to a Secondarv Spot Network Svstem implicates technical

requirements that are particular to the design and operational aspects of network protectors that are not required

on radial systems. the Utilitv shall determine the process for interconnecting to a Seconda_rv Spot Network

Svstem, subject to the following:

L A Generating Facilitv shall not be interconnected to the load side of spot network protectors unless the

Generating Facilitv uses an inverter-based equipment package and. together with the aggregated other

inverter-based generation. does not exceed the smaller of 5% of the Seconda§y Spot Network System's

maximum load or 50 kW: and

L Interconnection of a Generating Facilitv shall not result in a Back feed of a Secondarv Spot Network

Svstem or cause unnecessary operation of anv Secondarv Spot Network System protectors.

R14-2-2623. Expedited Interconnection Process

& A Customer interconnecting a Non-Exporting inverter-based energy storage Generating Facility or an

inadvertent Export Generating Facility with a Maximum Capacity of 20 kW or less may apply for
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Interconnection under the Expedited Interconnection Process. In order to qualify for the Expedited

Interconnection Process. the Customer's Generating Facility must meet the applicable conditions specified in

subsections (B) and (Cl.

For a Customer interconnecting a Non-Exportinz Generating Facility:

The Generating Facilitv shall utilize only UL 1741- and UL I74ISA-listed equipment;

The Generatintz Facilitv shall meet all applicable codes and standards required by this Article and

referenced in the Utilitv Interconnection Manual;

The Generating Facilitv shall comply with Utility Interconnection and contractual requirements.

The Generating Facility shall be a Non-Exportinz inverter-based enerzv storage device with an aggregate

maximum nameplate rating no greater than 500 kw;

No other Generation Facilities. other than isolated back-up Generating Facilities. may be at the same Point

of Interconnection as the Generating Facilitv;

The Generatin2 Facilitv shall comply with R14-2-2615(Fl: and

The Generating Facilitv shall comply with one of the following:

The system capacity shall be less than 25% of the electrical service entrance ampere rating, and less

4
than 50% of the service transformer rating; or

The system output rating shall be less than 50% of the verifiable Customer minimum load as measured

over the past 12 months.

Q For a Customer interconnecting an Inadvertent Export Generating Facilitv with a Maximum Capacity of 20 kW

or less:

L
;

L
'L

;

Q

L

The Generating Facilitv shall utilize only UL 1741- and UL l74lSA-listed equipment:

The Generating Facilitv shall meet all applicable codes and standards required by this Article and

referenced in the Utilitv Interconnection Manual:

The Generating Facilitv shall comply with Utilitv Interconnection and contractual requirements

The Generating Facilitv shall comply with R14-2-2603(Ei( II and (El(4l through (7);

No other Generating Facilities. other than isolated back-up Generating Facilities or Generating Facilities

that are already subject to an executed Interconnection Agreement, may be at the same Point of

Interconnection as the Generating Facilitv: and

The Generating Facilitv shall comply with Rl4~2~26l5(El and (Fl.

Q The Expedited interconnection Process shall proceed as follows:

L An Applicant shall complete an Application provided by the Utilitv and submit the Application to the

Utilitv along with all required supplemental information and documents. which shall be noted on the

Application. as well as an executed Interconnection Agreement. if required by the Utility, and with an

initial application fee or processing fee only if a tariff containing such a fee is approved for the Utilitv by

the Commission.

Within seven calendar days of receipt of the Application. the Utilitv shall notify the Applicant whether the

Application is complete or incomplete.
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;

When the Utilitv notifies the Applicant that an Application is incomplete, the Utility shall specify what

additional information or documentation is necessary to complete the Application.

Within 30 calendar days alter receipt of notification that an Application is incomplete an Applicant

shall withdraw the Application or submit the required information or documentation. If an Applicant

does not submit the required information or documentation within 30 calendar days. the Application

may be considered withdrawn.

Within seven calendar days following the receipt of a complete Application. the Utility shall review the

Application and notify the Applicant of one of the following determinations,

4 The Generating Facilitv meets the requirements of subsections (B) and (C), and the Application is

b

approved as submitted; or

The Generating Facilitv does not meet the requirements of subsections (B) and (Cl in a manner .

specified by the Utilitv: the Application is no longer eligible for processing under the Expedited

Interconnection Process, and the Applicant has the option to select Application processing in

accordance with R14-2-2620.

If the Application is not accepted as submitted, the Applicant shall notitV the Utility within 30 calendar

days whether it wishes to proceed with the Interconnection.

a If the Applicant does not wish to proceed with the Interconnection. or the Utility is not notified within

the specified time-frame. the Application may be considered withdrawn.

Q [fthe Applicant wishes to proceed with the Interconnection, the Utilitv shall bevin processing the

Application in accordance with R14-2-2620.

Once an Application is approved:

L If the Utilitv has not received an executed Interconnection Agreement the Utility shall send to the

Customer, within three calendar days after the notice of Application approval. the appropriate

Interconnection Agreement for review and signature. and

Q Within three calendar daysof the receipt of all final applicable signed Interconnection documents, the

Utilitv shall notify the Customer that die Generating Facility is approved for Parallel Operation.

4

B.

R14-2-2624. Disconnect Switch Requirements

& If required by a Utilitv, a Customer shall install and maintain a visual-open, manually operated load break

Disconnect Switch that completely opens and isolates all ungrounded conductors of the Generating Faciligf

from the Distribution Svstem. For multi-phase systems. the Disconnect Switch shall be gang-operated.

A Utilitv may impose additional requirements for a Disconnect Switch in its Interconnection Manual.

R14-2-2625. Advanced Inverter Requirements

If interconnected after the effective date of this Article. a Generating Facility utilizing inverter-based

technolozv shall be interconnected via advanced inverter(sl that are capable of. at minimum. the advanced grid

support features specified in subsection (go.

At a minimum. an advanced inverter shall be capable of the following grid support features:
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L

Volt/VAR Mode - Provide voltage/VAR control through dynamic reactive power injection through

autonomous responses to local voltage measurement;

Volt/Watt Mode - Provide voltage/watt control though dynamic active power injection through

autonomous responses to local voltage measurement,

Fixed Power Factor - Provide reactive power by a fixed power factor:

Anti-lslandinz - Support anti-Islandinfz to trip off under extended anomalous conditions,

Low/I-liah Voltage Ride-through (L/HVRTl .. Provide ride-through of low/hieh voltage excursions beyond

Q

L
a

normal limits

Low/Hiah Frequencv ride-throurzh (L/HFRT) - Provide ride-throueih of low/hi°_h frequency excursions

beyond normal limits,

Soft-Start Reconnection - Reconnect after aridpower is restored: and

Frequencv/Watt Mode - Provide Frequencv/Watt control to counteract frequency excursions beyond

normal limits by decreasing or increasing real power.

Q The arid support features listed in subsections (BWI), (2). (3). (7). and (8) shall only be activated upon mutual

consent between the Customer and the Utilitv.

Q, The grid support features listed in subsections (BN4). (5), and (6) shall always be operational.

Q Advanced inverters shall meet the shutdown protective functions (under/over voltage, under/over Nequencv.,

and anti-Islanding) specified in IEEE 1547-2018, which is incorporated by reference in R14-2-2614(E)r1 l.

R14-2-2626. Utilitv Reporting Requirements

Each Utilitv shall maintain records concerningeach received Application for Interconnection arid shall include

L

L

L
;

L
4
u
a
QL

in its records:

The date the Application was received:

L Anv documents generatedm the course of processing the Application,

Anv correspondence rezardine the Application:

The final disposition of the Application: and

The final disposition date.

4 Bv March 30 ofeach year, each Utilitv shall tile with the Commission a Distributed Generation interconnection

Report. with data for the preceding calendar year that shall include:

The number of complete Applications denied by track level. including the reasons for denial.

A list of special contracts. approved by the Commission durinsz the reporting period. that provide

discounted rates to Customers as an alternative to self-Qeneration.

Pre-Application Report:

Total number of reports requested;

Total number of reports issued,

Total number of requests withdraw; and

Maximum. mean. and medianprocessing times from receipt of request to issuance of report,

Interconnection Application:
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4 Total number received, broken down by:

L

4
L

c

Q

9
i.

L

L

R14-2-2627.

Primary/ fuel h/pe (e.2.. solar. wind. biogas. etc); and

Svstem size (<20 kw. 20 kW-2 MW. >2MW).

Expedited Interconnection Process:

Total number of applications approved;

Total number of applications denied:

Total number of applications withdrawn: and

Maximum, mean. and median processing times from receipt of complete Application to execution

of Interconnection Agreement,

Level I Super Fast Track Process:

L Total number of applications approved;

Total number of applications denied,

Total number of applications withdrawn, and

IL Maximum. mean, and median processing times from receipt of complete Application to execution

of Interconnection Agreement.

Level 2 Fast Track Process:

L Total number of applications approved:

Total number of applications denied,

Total number of applications withdrawn; and

Maximum. mean. and median processing times from receipt of complete Application to execution

of Interconnection Aareernent,

Supplemental Review:

Total number of applications approved;

Total number of applications denied:

Total number of applications withdrawn, and

M Maximum, mean. and median processm2 times from receipt of complete Application to execution

of Interconnection Agreement: and

Level3 Studv Process:

L Total number of Svstem Impact Studies completed:

Maximum, mean. and median processing times from receipt of sinned Svstem Impact Studv

agreement to provision of study results:

Total number of Facilities Studies completed:

M Maximum. mean, and median processing times from receipt of signed Facilitv Studv agreement to

provision of study results,

Mardrnum, mean, and median processinfz times from receipt of complete Application to execution

of Interconnection Agreement.

Electric Cooperatives
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Upon Commission approval of an Electric Cooperative's Interconnection Manual. its provisions shall substitute

for the timeline requirements set forth in Rl4-2-2614 and R14-2-2616 through R14-2-2623 for the Electric

Cooperative arid its Customers.

Each Electric Cooperative shall employ best reasonable efforts to comply with the deadlines set forth in the

applicable provisions of this Article or. if unable to meet those deadlines. shall process all Applications and

conduct all inspections and tests in the shortest time practical.

R14-2-2628. Interconnection Manuals

A , No later than 90 calendar days after the effective date of this Article. each Utilitv shall file with Docket Control,

for Commission review and approval, an Interconnection Manual that:

L Contains detailed technical, safety, and protection requirements necessary to interconnect a Generating

Facilitv to the Distribution Svstem in compliance with this Article and Good Utility Practice) and

Specifies by date, either within its main text or in an appendix. the version of each standard, code. or

guideline with which an Applicant's Generating Facilitv must comply to be eligible for Interconnection and

Parallel Operation.

Q A Utilitv shall revise its Interconnection Manual as necessary to ensure compliance with Good Utility Practice.

Q A Utilitv shall file each revision to its kiterconnection Manual with Docket Control, for Commission review

and approval. at least 60 calendar days prior to the proposed etfectfive date of the revision.

Q A revision to an Interconnection Manual that a Utility has determined is necessary to enhance health or safety

shall become effective immediately. subject to subsequent review and approval by the Commission.

E The Commission's Utilities Division may contest a Utilitv's proposed revision to its Interconnection Manual

and may seek a suspension of the effective date of the revision to allow for further review.

L A Utilitv shall file with Docket Control, within 10 calendar days after the effective date of a decision approving

anv revisions to its Interconnection Manual, an updated Interconnection Manual conforming to the

Commission's decision.

Q A Utilitv shall make its Interconnection Manual available on the Utilijv's website.

4 A Utilitv shall implement and ensure compliance with its Commission-approved Interconnection Manual.
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